Introduction
The LaTeCH workshop series, which started in 2007, was initially motivated by the growing interest in language technology research and applications to the cultural heritage domain. The scope quickly broadened to also include the humanities and the social sciences. LaTeCH is currently the annual venue of the ACL Special Interest Group on Language Technologies for the Socio-Economic Sciences and Humanities (SIGHUM).
The current, ninth edition of the LaTeCH workshop was organised for the first time in Asia and we were delighted to present humanities research from Indonesia, Singapore, China and Korea, covering topics such as Chinese poetry, Korean History and folktales. We have also witnessed further expansion in the resource and tool development approaches, with works now covering topics ranging from Latin and medieval manuscripts to Minoan, Linear A texts. The submissions were substantial not only in terms of quantity, but also in terms of quality and variety. Acceptance rate for LaTeCH-2015 was 61%.
We would like to thank all authors for the hard work that went into their submissions. We are also grateful to the members of the programme committee for their thorough reviews, and to the ACL-IJCNLP 2015 organisers, especially the Workshop Co-chairs, Hang Li and Sebastian Riedel for their help with administrative matters. Finally, we wish to thank Nils Reiter for volunteering to oversee the workshop local organisation, moderate the annual SIGHUM meeting and chair the workshop sessions. 
